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ABSTRACT
We present the 13CO/C18O (J = 3 → 2) Heterodyne Inner Milky Way Plane Survey (CHIMPS)
which has been carried out using the Heterodyne Array Receiver Program on the 15 m James
Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) in Hawaii. The high-resolution spectral survey currently
covers |b| ≤ 0.◦5 and 28◦  l  46◦, with an angular resolution of 15 arcsec in 0.5 km s−1
velocity channels. The spectra have a median rms of ∼0.6 K at this resolution, and for optically
thin gas at an excitation temperature of 10 K, this sensitivity corresponds to column densities
of NH2 ∼ 3 × 1020 cm−2 and NH2 ∼ 4 × 1021 cm−2 for 13CO and C18O, respectively. The
molecular gas that CHIMPS traces is at higher column densities and is also more optically
thin than in other publicly available CO surveys due to its rarer isotopologues, and thus
more representative of the three-dimensional structure of the clouds. The critical density
of the J = 3 → 2 transition of CO is 104 cm−3 at temperatures of ≤20 K, and so the
higher density gas associated with star formation is well traced. These data complement
other existing Galactic plane surveys, especially the JCMT Galactic Plane Survey which has
similar spatial resolution and column density sensitivity, and the Herschel infrared Galactic
Plane Survey. In this paper, we discuss the observations, data reduction and characteristics
of the survey, presenting integrated-emission maps for the region covered. Position–velocity
diagrams allow comparison with Galactic structure models of the Milky Way, and while we
find good agreement with a particular four-arm model, there are some significant deviations.
Key words: molecular data – surveys – stars: formation – ISM: molecules – ISM: structure –
submillimetre: ISM.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Molecular clouds make up the coldest and densest regions of
the interstellar medium (ISM) and are the sites of star forma-
tion. Their composition is hierarchical (e.g. Rosolowsky et al.
2008) and possibly fractal or multifractal (e.g. Stutzki et al. 1998),
with clouds containing a variety of increasingly dense substruc-
tures on smaller spatial scales. These structures have densities
ranging from a few hundred cm−3 in molecular clouds up to
∼106 cm−3 in the dense cores which are the birth places of
stars. The earliest stages of star formation can be scrutinized
using observations of these increasingly dense molecular com-
ponents which trace the gravitational collapse of the molecular
cloud.
Although molecular clouds consist chiefly of molecular hydro-
gen and inert atomic helium (∼27 per cent by mass; Kauffmann
et al. 2008), at typical molecular cloud temperatures (TK ∼ 10 K)
these species are practically invisible; H2 molecules do not possess
a permanent dipole moment, and so do not radiate via the electric
dipole rotational transitions which are easily excited in other ISM
molecules. In addition, the lowest lying quadrupole transitions of
H2 have small transition probabilities and require excitation tem-
peratures much higher than those typically found in the cold ISM.
Carbon monoxide (CO) is the second most abundant molecule in
the ISM, being almost ubiquitous with H2, and has a fundamental
rotational transition with an energy of E/k ≈ 5.5 K (Bolatto, Wolfire
& Leroy 2013). CO is, therefore, an ideal tracer for molecular gas,
and has a number of rotational transitions which can be observed
using submillimetre telescopes.
The most common CO isotopologue is 12C16O (hereafter ‘12CO’),
and its submillimetre J = 3 → 2 rotational emission line has
a critical density of 1.6 × 104 cm−3 at 10 K (using recent fig-
ures from LAMDA; Scho¨ier et al. 2005), meaning that this tran-
sition is sensitive to higher density gas than preceding surveys in
J = 1 → 0 such as the Boston University and Five College Ra-
dio Astronomy Observatory Galactic Ring Survey (GRS; Jackson
et al. 2006). Observations of the J = 3 → 2 transition in dif-
ferent isotopologues of CO such as 13CO and C18O, which have
lower fractional abundances than 12CO, are able to trace the gas
in these densest structures to high optical depths; 13CO is ∼50–
100 times less abundant than 12CO (Scho¨ier et al. 2002) and C18O
is roughly 10 times less abundant than 13CO (Hogerheijde et al.
1998). Observations of a particular molecular transition in multiple
isotopologues (e.g. 13CO and C18O) allow optical depths to be de-
rived, and when combined with observations of the same species
in multiple transitions, excitation temperatures may also be directly
determined (e.g. Polychroni, Moore & Allsopp 2012). Column den-
sities can be determined from the optical depths and excitation
temperatures, and if distances can be determined, then these param-
eters are also sufficient to allow masses and mean densities to be
derived.
High-resolution observations of optically thin dense gas emission
lines may allow kinematic velocities to be assigned to star-forming
regions seen in continuum data with less ambiguity than other trac-
ers. Observations in 12CO (J = 3 → 2), for example, often display
multiple complex emission features along lines of sight within the
Galactic plane, corresponding to emission from separate structures
at different distances along the line of sight. Eden et al. (2012,
see fig. 1) demonstrate that spectra from also 13CO (J = 1 → 0)
suffer from similar problems, with additional confusion from more
diffuse gas. Spectra of 13CO (J = 3 → 2) generally display only
a single narrow emission feature, and hence are useful in estimat-
ing which spectral features are likely to correspond to star-forming
sites. Kinematic velocities can enable source distances to be cal-
culated by assuming a Galactic rotation curve (e.g. Brand & Blitz
1993; Russeil 2003).
Position–velocity diagrams from molecular gas surveys are an
excellent diagnostic to use to test and refine models of Galactic
structure (e.g. Dame, Hartmann & Thaddeus 2001). While the de-
bate as to the number of spiral arms the Milky Way appears to
have settled on four (e.g. Hou & Han 2014; Urquhart et al. 2014)
main spiral arms, the precise positions of these arms need further
refining and there are still a large number of other features such as
spurs to be explained and incorporated into models. There is also
evidence that while molecular gas, star formation and young stars
trace the four spiral arms, older stars such as K and M giants are
better described in terms of a two-arm model (Steiman-Cameron,
Wolfire & Hollenbach 2010, and references therein). A recent study
by Ragan et al. (2014) identified giant molecular filaments in the
Galactic plane, and by using position–velocity diagrams postulated
that these structures are largely inter-arm in nature, and may be the
analogues of spurs seen in nearby spiral galaxies (e.g. Elmegreen
1980). A high-contrast gas tracer measured over a significant sec-
tion of the Galactic plane will allow details of models of spiral discs,
and especially those with synthetic position–velocity observations
(e.g. Duarte-Cabral et al. 2015; Pettitt et al. 2015), to be thoroughly
tested and constrained.
In this paper, we present data from an 18 square degree re-
gion of the 13CO/C18O Heterodyne Inner Milky Way Plane Sur-
vey (CHIMPS), which is now publicly available. CHIMPS serves
to complement a number of Galactic plane surveys in various dif-
ferent CO isotopologues and transitions that have become pub-
licly available in recent years; the aforementioned GRS (Jackson
et al. 2006) mapped the region 18◦ ≤ l ≤ 55.◦7 and |b| ≤ 1◦ in
13CO (J = 1 → 0) with an angular resolution of 46 arcsec; the
12CO (J = 3 → 2) High-Resolution Survey of the Galactic plane
(COHRS; Dempsey, Thomas & Currie 2013) is ongoing and has
currently charted an area of 17.◦5 ≤ l ≤ 50.◦25 with a width of |b| ≤
0.◦25, and with |b| ≤ 0.◦5 for two small segments with an angular res-
olution of 14 arcsec. CHIMPS also serves to complement the grow-
ing number of Galactic plane continuum surveys at sub/millimetre
and infrared wavelengths such as the JCMT Galactic Plane Sur-
vey (JPS; Moore et al. 2015), the Bolocam Galactic Plane Survey
(BGPS; Aguirre et al. 2011), the APEX Telescope Large Area Sur-
vey of the Galaxy (ATLASGAL; Schuller et al. 2009), the Herschel
infrared Galactic Plane Survey (Hi-GAL; Molinari et al. 2010a),
Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010),
Spitzer’s Galactic Legacy Infrared Mid-Plane Survey Extraordi-
naire (GLIMPSE; Benjamin et al. 2003; Churchwell et al. 2009)
and MIPSGAL (Carey et al. 2009). In addition to the molecular gas,
infrared and sub/millimetre surveys, the Coordinated Radio and In-
frared Survey for High-Mass Star Formation (Hoare et al. 2012;
Purcell et al. 2013) at 5 GHz has catalogued ultra-compact H II
regions, which are indicators of massive star formation, over a con-
gruent area.
In Section 2, we describe the CHIMPS observations and the data
reduction process. Section 3 provides an overview of the data and
discusses their properties. Details of how to access the CHIMPS
data are presented in Section 4. We compare CHIMPS with other
available molecular gas surveys in Section 5, and present close-
ups of some example CHIMPS fields in Section 6, summarizing in
Section 7.
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2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N
2.1 Observations
CHIMPS is a spectral survey covering the J = 3 → 2 rotational
transitions of 13CO at 330.587 GHz and C18O at 329.331 GHz. The
observations were made using the Heterodyne Array Receiver Pro-
gram (HARP; Buckle et al. 2009) on the 15 m James Clerk Maxwell
Telescope (JCMT) in Hawaii. The observations cover approxi-
mately 18 square degrees in the region 27.◦5 l 46.◦4 and |b| ≤ 0.◦5,
and were taken over a total of eight semesters at JCMT, beginning
in 2010 March. The most recent data presented here were taken in
2014 June, and the proposal IDs are m10ac06, m10au13, m10bu28,
m11au05, m12bc19, m12bu37, m13au31, m13bu28, s13bu03 and
s14au04.
HARP is a 16-receptor focal-plane array receiver operating over a
submillimetre frequency range of 325–375 GHz. The receptors are
superconductor–insulator–superconductor heterodyne detectors ar-
ranged in a 4 × 4 grid, each separated by 30 arcsec on the sky. The
Auto-Correlation Spectral Imaging System (Buckle et al. 2009)
backend was used in conjunction with HARP and configured to
use a 250 MHz bandwidth with 4096 frequency channels of width
61.0 kHz. The velocity width per channel is 0.055 km s−1 giv-
ing each CHIMPS observation ∼200 km s−1 of usable velocity
coverage. In the kinematic local standard of rest (LSRK), the ve-
locity window was placed at −50 to 150 km s−1 at l = 28◦, and
shifts with increasing Galactic longitude to −75 to 125 km s−1
at l = 46◦ in order to follow the Galactic velocity gradient. This
range covers expected velocities of the regions associated with the
Scutum–Centaurus tangent, and the Sagittarius, Perseus and Norma
arms.
The observations were taken in a position-switching raster (on-
the-fly) mode with off-positions measured below the Galactic plane
with a latitude offset of b = −1.◦5 for each observation. This
observation mode scans across the area of sky by the desired width
filling the image with the first few rows of pixels. When the scan
reaches the edge of the sky region, the array is shifted in a direction
perpendicular to the scan direction before scanning over the field
again in the reverse direction. In this way, each point of sky is
covered by multiple receptors. This process is repeated until the
required area of sky is covered, and a second scan is then made by
passing over the same area with a scan direction orthogonal to that
of the first scan. A 1/2 array scan spacing was used, which shifts
the array by half of its width in a direction perpendicular to the scan
direction when it completes each row, before the scan direction is
reversed. The raw data are written continuously as the telescope
scans, in a time series format. This results in a sample spacing
of 7.3 arcsec which, in conjunction with a 0.25 s sample time,
produces data cubes covering an area of ∼21 arcmin × 21 arcmin in
approximately one hour. A small number of observations, however,
are slightly larger or smaller in size as discussed later on in this
section.
As part of the standard operating procedure at JCMT, pointing
accuracy is checked between most observations, and is generally
found to be approximately 2 arcsec in both azimuth and elevation.
Tracking accuracy is better than 1 arcsec over the course of a typi-
cal ∼1 h observation. The spectra are calibrated as the observations
are made, using the three-load chopper-wheel method of Kutner &
Ulich (1981). Intensities are thereby placed on the T ∗A (corrected
antenna temperature) scale, which corrects for atmospheric atten-
uation, ohmic losses within the telescope, and rearward scattering
and spillover. This T ∗A scale is then calibrated absolutely by ob-
servations of spectral standards (listed online1) that are carried out
on a nightly basis. Calibrated peak and integrated intensities of the
standards must fall within 20 per cent of the standard values, or else
the receiver is re-tuned and calibration is repeated. The T ∗A inten-
sities can be converted to main beam brightness temperature (Tmb)
by using the relation Tmb = T ∗A /ηmb adopting the mean detector
efficiency ηmb = 0.72 (Buckle et al. 2009). All intensities reported
in this paper are on the T ∗A scale unless stated otherwise.
The tiling pattern for the observations varies over three sections.
In the section spanning 27.◦5  l  32.◦8, the cubes were observed
such that the edges of the map are aligned in the equatorial coor-
dinate system. For longitudes of 32.◦8  l  44.◦1, the cubes have
the same dimensions as the lower longitude section, but are paral-
lel to Galactic longitude and latitude. This tiling pattern was more
efficient since no time was spent observing latitudes |b| > 0.◦5.
The change in tiling pattern was due to an update to the observa-
tion setup for HARP raster maps which made it possible to observe
square maps aligned with Galactic coordinates. The final 44.◦1 l
46.◦4 section was observed contemporaneously with the lowest lon-
gitude section, and consequently the observation edges are aligned
with the equatorial gridlines. In the latter section, the cubes also
have slightly different dimensions; 18 of the cubes here measure
approximately 22 arcmin along each side, and 10 cubes measure
∼7.5 arcmin along each side; the smaller observations were to fill
holes which were not covered by the original tiling pattern.
2.2 Data reduction
The raw time series data were reduced using the ORAC-DR data re-
duction pipeline (Jenness et al. 2015) which is built on the Starlink
(Currie et al. 2014) packages CUPID (Berry et al. 2007), KAPPA (Currie
et al. 2008) and SMURF (Jenness et al. 2008); specifically, the NAR-
ROWLINE reduction recipe was used, which is optimized for Galactic
targets with narrow line widths (compared to the bandwidth) and
small velocity gradients. The reduction pipeline transforms the raw
time series spectra into spectral data cubes with longitude, latitude
and velocity (l, b, v) axes. We refer the reader to Dempsey et al.
(2013) and Jenness et al. (2015) for more detailed descriptions of
the pipeline. The default quality assurance parameters were used as
listed in table 2 of Dempsey et al. (2013). The pixel size used is
7.6 arcsec, half of the beamwidth at this frequency and, to increase
signal-to-noise, the spectral axis was re-binned into 0.5 km s−1
velocity channels. Baseline subtractions were carried out using a
fourth-order polynomial fit which was found to have sufficient flex-
ibility to fit both linear and typical non-linear baselines well. Such
bad baselines may result from external interference, for example
(cf. Currie 2013). Prior to reduction, an average spectrum was gen-
erated for each time series observation by integrating over the time
and position axes to determine the velocity region for any strong
emission. These velocity regions were then masked out for the base-
line subtraction by the software in order to avoid fitting the baseline
polynomial to any broad emission features. The ORAC-DR parameters
are listed in Appendix A.
The reduced data cubes each contain a variance array component
determined for each spectrum from the system noise temperature
by the SMURF utility MAKECUBE within the reduction pipeline. Upon
output from ORAC-DR, the reduced cubes have undersampled edges
1 http://www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt/instrumentation/heterodyne/
calibration/
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caused by the change in direction of the scanning pattern when
generating the raster maps, which also have low signal-to-noise. The
cubes are cropped to remove these unwanted edge features. After
cropping, there is a small overlap region (typically ≈1 arcmin)
between adjacent tiles that results in a reduced noise level when
adjacent tiles are mosaicked (see Fig. 3).
There are a number of cases where the observation in a particular
location has been repeated, and the duplicate observations were co-
added using the MOSAIC_JCMT_IMAGES recipe from Starlink’s PICARD
package (Gibb, Jenness & Economou 2013), which is contained
within ORAC-DR. We have made available all files that make up these
combined cubes, should the user wish to co-add them in a different
way, or use a single observation.
Additionally, a number of data cubes were taken when several of
the 16 HARP receptors were unusable, sometimes with as few as
11 active receptors. If any further receptors are rejected by ORAC-
DR, the reduced data cubes may contain locations with no valid
spectra. This effect results in data cubes containing a regular grid of
blank spectra at the particular locations which received no sampling.
These blank voxels (three-dimensional pixels) were filled in using
an interpolation routine (KAPPA:FILLBAD) which estimates a voxel
value from adjacent voxels in the l–b plane. These interpolated
spectra tend to have high variance values.
Throughout this paper, we refer to three-dimensional (l, b, v) pix-
els as ‘voxels’, and the term ‘pixels’ is used to describe array el-
ements making up either a two-dimensional l–b image, or as the
elements of an l–b plane from an (l, b, v) cube.
3 TH E DATA
3.1 Overview
The CHIMPS survey data presented in this paper cover a total
of approximately 18 square degrees. A histogram of all voxel
values in both isotopologues is shown in Fig. 1. The voxel val-
ues can be modelled as being normally distributed about a mean
value of −0.06 K in both cases, with a standard deviation of 0.6
and 0.7 K in the 13CO and C18O data, respectively. For optically
thin gas at an excitation temperature of 10 K (typical of molecular
clouds; e.g. Polychroni et al. 2012), these sensitivities correspond
to gas column densities of N13CO ∼ 3 × 1014 cm−2 and NC18O ∼
4 × 1014 cm−2, or NH2 ∼ 3 × 1020 cm−2 and NH2 ∼ 4 × 1021 cm−2
for 13CO (J = 3 → 2) and C18O (J = 3 → 2), respectively, assum-
ing abundance ratios of 12CO/13CO = 77 (Wilson & Rood 1994),
12CO/H2 ∼ 8.5 × 10−5 and C18O/H2 ∼ 1.7 × 10−7 (Frerking,
Langer & Wilson 1982). For comparison, a higher excitation tem-
perature of 30 K would imply a sensitivity to corresponding to a
column densities of N13CO ∼ 1 × 1014 cm−2.
There is a strong wing towards the higher positive brightness tem-
peratures in the 13CO distribution which can be identified as voxels
containing emission, and a smaller wing extends out to negative an-
tenna temperatures. The former is much stronger in 13CO than C18O
where emission is weaker. The negative wings can be attributed
to those observations which have significantly higher-than-average
noise levels. The overall distribution is the convolution of the noise
distributions for each individual observation, with the addition of
detected emission in the positive antenna temperature wing. The
330 GHz band lies on the edge of an atmospheric absorption feature
(Buckle et al. 2009, fig. 20), whereby transmission is lower at lower
frequencies; as the lower frequency emission line, the C18O data
suffer more from the resulting attenuation and hence have broader
noise wings in its voxel distribution.
Figure 1. Histogram of all voxels in CHIMPS for 13CO (top)
and C18O (bottom). The red lines show the Gaussian fits
with the functions 1.51 × 108exp [−(T ∗A+0.06)2/2 × 0.582] and
1.22 × 108exp [−(T ∗A+0.06)2/2 × 0.732] for 13CO and C18O, respectively.
The bin width is 0.12 K. The insets show the Gaussian fits on a logarithmic
scale.
Figure 2. Histograms of the noise values in the CHIMPS data. The blue
line shows the noise values for the 13CO (J = 3 → 2) data while the red
line shows the noise values for the C18O (J = 3 → 2) data. The bin width is
0.01 K. The inset shows the same distributions on a logarithmic scale.
A histogram of the rms values of every spectrum in the sur-
vey is shown in Fig. 2. These values were determined by taking
the square root of each pixel in the two-dimensional variance arrays
that are produced for each observation in the data reduction process.
Both distributions peak at values close to the standard deviations
of the normal distributions in Fig. 1. The rms noise map for each
CHIMPS isotopologue is shown in Fig. 3. The variation of noise
across the map is caused by a combination of varying weather con-
ditions, airmasses and variations in the numbers of active receivers
on the HARP instrument over the course of the observations. It is
also possible to see the lower noise where duplicated or repeated
observations have been co-added.
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Figure 3. Noise (rms) maps for the CHIMPS data. Top: 13CO (J = 3 → 2). Bottom: C18O (J = 3 → 2). The intensity scale is in T ∗A (K).
3.2 Extracting the emission
The fully reduced (l, b, v) data cubes contain a significant number
of emission-free voxels since the bandwidth is much greater than
the velocity width of emission features, even in the brightest regions
of the Galactic plane such as the Scutum tangent. In order to avoid
integrating large numbers of noise voxels in each spectrum to form
an integrated intensity map with a significant noise component, a
source extraction was carried out.
To do this, the entire 18 square degrees of CHIMPS were first
mosaicked in several sections using KAPPA:WCSMOSAIC which uses a
Lanczos kernel of the form sinc(πx)sinc(πkx), where x is the pixel
offset from the input pixel, to assign pixel values in the mosaicked
image’s pixel grid. A spatial smoothing was then applied using a
Gaussian kernel with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of
3 pixels in order to account for the beam profile as well as a small
smoothing effect caused by the re-gridding of pixels in the mosaick-
ing routine, resulting in an effective resolution of 27.4 arcsec.
A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) cube of each survey section in
both isotopologues was produced using KAPPA:MAKESNR, which di-
vides the intensity of each voxel by the square root of the variance
value of the spectrum to which the voxel belongs. The emission
generally occupies a small part of the spectrum, so the fact that the
emission is not masked out before calculating the variance is of little
consequence. A spatial filtering routine (CUPID:FINDBACK) was next
applied to subtract an estimate of the background from each spec-
trum, and to minimize the regular noise features which appear in the
CHIMPS cubes due to variations in sensitivity between receptors
which are discussed in Section 3.
The source extraction algorithm ‘FellWalker’ (Berry 2015) in the
CUPID routine FINDCLUMPS was applied to the background-subtracted
SNR cubes. For each voxel, FellWalker examines its neighbouring
voxels for any higher values, moving to the highest value within the
search volume if possible. If no adjacent voxels have a higher value,
then the search radius is increased (up to a user-defined maximum
search radius), and a jump is made to the new highest voxel value
found. When a peak is reached and there are no higher values in
the neighbourhood, a clump is defined, and all voxels which lead
to that peak are designated as being part of the clump. There is an
additional criterion for the minimum number of voxels required for
a clump to be defined, in an attempt to reduce false positives from
noise spikes, which was set to the minimum allowed value of 16
(corresponding to a cubic source of width 2.5 pixels). FellWalker
was chosen for this study over the ClumpFind algorithm (Williams,
de Geus & Blitz 1994) because comparisons by Berry (2015) on
a sample of simulated Gaussian clumps found that the FellWalker
results are less dependent on the specific parameter settings than for
ClumpFind.
Source extraction was carried out on the SNR cubes instead of the
intensity cubes so that the effects of the varying background over the
178 individual cubes would not cause either faint sources that have
good signal-to-noise in regions of low background to be missed or
false positives to present a significant issue. The background in the
original cubes varied significantly between individual observations
taken over the course of 4 years due to a varying number of active
receptors and the variable weather conditions the data were taken
under. A similar approach is used in Moore et al. (2015) who also
found that the best results were achieved using FellWalker on SNR
maps.
The parameters used for the FellWalker source extraction are
listed in Appendix B. For the extraction of 13CO sources, the noise
level was regarded as all voxels with SNR < 3, and sources were
required to have a peak with SNR > 5. Due to comparative rarity of
C18O compared to 13CO, the criteria for extraction of C18O sources
had to be less exacting; the SNR threshold below which voxels are
considered noise was lowered 2, though sources were still required
to have a peak with SNR > 5.
Finally, the mask that was produced by FellWalker was applied to
the reduced data, effectively removing all voxels that were not iden-
tified as emission, resulting in cleaner integrated-emission maps.
3.3 Integrated position–position maps
Fig. 4 shows all emission with SNR > 5 (measured for each indi-
vidual spectrum) in the survey, integrated over all velocity channels
and in both isotopologues, and additionally any emission with SNR
> 3 in the case of 13CO, or SNR > 2 in the case of C18O, which was
assigned to a clump. As a result of the FellWalker parameters used,
any voxels containing emission which has an SNR of over 3 or 2 in
13CO or C18O, respectively, but is not assigned to SNR > 5 clump
are not included in the integrated emission of Fig. 5 or 6 either.
There is much more emission visible in the 13CO images due to the
higher abundance of 13CO relative to C18O. The brightest regions
in the survey are some of the most massive star-forming regions in
the Galaxy, and the W43 and W49A complexes are clearly visible
at l = 30.◦7 and 43.◦1, respectively. In the C18O maps of Fig. 4,
there are a small number of places where noise features have been
extracted by FellWalker; for example there are such noise features
at l = 43.◦3, b = −0.◦01 and l = 36.◦5, b = −0.◦035. These appear
due to the lowering of the detection threshold to SNR > 2 for the
C18O data, which was necessary to enable the fainter emission to
be seen, but real clumps also emerge which were not visible using
the same detection limits as for the 13CO. Fig. 5 shows the 13CO
emission integrated over 30 km s−1 velocity windows, allowing
emission features to be separated along the line of sight and fainter
clouds to become more visible than in Fig. 4.
3.4 Integrated position–velocity maps
Fig. 6 shows the position–velocity diagrams for the 13CO and C18O
emission, integrated over the latitude axis. The spiral arms are
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Figure 4. The integrated emission (T ∗A) in CHIMPS. All voxels with an SNR above 5 are included, and any voxels containing emission above an SNR of 3 (in
the 13CO) or 2 (in the C18O) which is assigned to a clump with a peak SNR of more than 5 are also included. Each spectrum was integrated over all velocity
channels. The units on the intensity scale are K km s−1.
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Figure 6. Position–velocity diagrams for the 13CO and C18O emission (T ∗A) with an SNR of at least 3 in CHIMPS in which the emission was integrated over
the latitude axis. The colour mapping uses a third-root intensity scale, and has units of K degrees. Each pixel in the longitude axis is the sum of 10 pixels at
the same velocity. The overlaid white lines are the spiral arm loci of the four-arm model of Taylor & Cordes (1993), updated in Cordes (2004), projected into
the longitude–velocity plane.
clearly visible in the 13CO map as continuous streams of emission,
with inter-arm regions also visible as relatively emission-free re-
gions separating the arms. Spiral arms have been overlaid which
derive from the models of Taylor & Cordes (1993) and Cordes
(2004), with the position–velocity–space projections calculated in
Urquhart et al. (2013). The molecular gas traced by CHIMPS fits
reasonably well with this four-arm model, though there are some
significant deviations. There is little emission visible which falls on
the locus of the distant Norma arm, though a shift of 10–20 km s−1
towards negative velocities across the CHIMPS region would be
consistent with a number of emission features visible here.
There is a significant quantity of emission lying between the
Scutum–Centaurus and Sagittarius arms, which has been seen be-
fore in 13CO (J = 1 → 0) (Lee et al. 2001; Stark & Lee 2006),
though not with this clarity. The structure of this emission is much
clearer in CHIMPS than in Dame et al. (2001), Lee et al. (2001),
GRS or COHRS and has a number of possible explanations. First,
this emission could be a minor spiral arm which lies in-between the
Scutum–Centaurus and Sagittarius spiral arms. This is suggested
by a potential loop feature that extends from the low-longitude end
of the survey up to a tangent at approximately l = 39◦, spanning
approximately 60–90 km s−1 in velocity. Secondly, this could be an
extension of the Scutum–Centaurus arm itself, with an elongated
tangent region reaching up to roughly 39◦ in longitude. Thirdly,
this could be a bridging structure of the kind described by Stark
& Lee (2006) or some similar spur structure, which does not ex-
tend far enough to be considered an arm in its own right. Finally,
it is possible that this region contains a number of spurs which
form their own coherent structures in this parameter space, and
which generally extend for several degrees. These coherent objects
in position–velocity space might also be one origin of filaments
(see Ragan et al. 2014), and arise through the shear of dense regions
due to Galactic rotation in the simulations of Dobbs (2015). Tests
to distinguish between these scenarios are regrettably beyond the
scope of this paper.
Emission in the C18O map is much more sparse, though the broad
emission from W49A is a prominent feature, and its compact size
makes it stand out when compared to the other bright regions such
as W43. W49A contains a cluster of ultra-compact H II regions
(Urquhart et al. 2013), with powerful H2O maser outflows (Smith
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Figure 7. Integrated (one-dimensional) longitudinal, latitudinal and velocity profiles for the GRS and the two CHIMPS isotopologues. In each case, the
one-dimensional profile was created by integrating over the two orthogonal axes. The T ∗A intensity is normalized to the peak intensity in the profile.
et al. 2009) and strong bipolar outflows seen in 12CO (J = 1 → 0)
(Scoville et al. 1986). There are a small number of noise features
also visible in the C18O map, which are usually easy to identify as
they tend to appear at the low- or high-velocity ends of the spectral
band. An example of such a noise feature can be seen extending
from ∼36◦ to 37.◦5 at ∼130 km s−1.
4 DATA ACCESS
The CHIMPS data are available to download from the CANFAR
archive.2 The data are presented in the FITS format and are avail-
able primarily as mosaics which each make up approximately 1
square degree, available at intervals of half a degree. In addition to
these mosaics, the individual cubes which each represent a single
observation (or several observations for the co-added cubes) are
available, along with the variance arrays for the mosaics and indi-
vidual cubes. The integrated-emission maps in l–b and l–v space
of Section 3.3 can also be downloaded. The data are presented in
2 http://dx.doi.org/10.11570/16.0001
T ∗A with data cubes in units of K, and the integrated l–b and l–v
maps have units of K degrees and K km s−1, respectively.
The raw data can be downloaded from the Canadian Astronomy
Data Centre’s JCMT Science Archive using the Project IDs listed
in Section 2.
5 C O M PA R I S O N W I T H G R S A N D C O H R S
The GRS mapped the inner Galactic plane in 13CO (J = 1 → 0) at an
angular resolution approximately three times lower than CHIMPS.
Since the critical density of the J = 1 → 0 transition is also lower
than that of J = 3 → 2 (∼103 cm−3 and ∼104 cm−3 at 10 K, respec-
tively), the molecular gas traced by CHIMPS is much more con-
centrated spatially (and presumably traces higher column densities)
than in GRS, allowing us to see the dense cores and filaments which
appear to be almost ubiquitous and closely associated with the star
formation seen in continuum surveys such as Hi-GAL (Molinari
et al. 2010b).
Fig. 7 shows the integrated intensity l, b and v profiles for the
GRS over the extent of the CHIMPS region, and of the two CHIMPS
tracers. In each case, the profiles show the intensity normalized to
the peak intensity in the profile and integrated over both orthogonal
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axes. For the two CHIMPS tracers, the extracted emission described
in Section 3.3 was used to make the profiles, whereas the GRS data
were integrated over all velocity channels. In the longitudinal profile
(integrated over latitude and velocity), we find that the regions of
strongest emission in the GRS are generally coincident with a peak
in the CHIMPS data, though the C18O (J = 3 → 2) only appears
at the highest column density regions. The peak in the longitudinal
profile at l ≈ 34.◦2, for example, is much more sharply peaked in
C18O (J = 3 → 2) than 13CO (J = 3 → 2) which is itself more
sharply peaked than the 13CO (J = 1 → 0), possibly indicating
self-absorption in the 13CO spectrum, or greater turbulence in the
lower density material. Additionally, the star-forming region W49A
located at l ≈ 43.◦2 stands out with a strong, sharp peak in 13CO
(J = 3 → 2).
The latitudinal profiles (integrated over longitude and velocity)
also display a trend of increasing sharpness as we move into denser
gas tracers and at higher resolution as expected, and the normalized
intensity of 13CO (J = 3 → 2) is close to zero at the limits of the
survey. It is therefore reasonable to suggest that our latitude range
for CHIMPS is not missing significant quantities of emission in the
inner Galactic plane. The two 13CO transitions have profiles which
are asymmetric about b = 0◦ which can be attributed to both the
warp in the Milky Way’s disc and a parallax effect caused by the
position of the Sun between 4 and 30 pc above the Galactic plane
(de Vaucouleurs & Malik 1969; Stenholm 1975; Bahcall & Bahcall
1985).
The velocity profiles (integrated over longitude and latitude) are
again more sharply peaked in the CHIMPS tracers compared to
GRS as the diffuse gas component becomes transparent, leaving
the distributions of gas denser than 104 cm−3. The C18O peak at
≈130 km s−1 which is not seen in the other tracers is caused by
noise artefacts that appear as a result of the less stringent noise
criteria applied to this isotopologue described in Section 3.2.
In comparison to COHRS, a JCMT survey of 12CO (J = 3 → 2)
covering much of the CHIMPS area, there is significantly less faint
and extended emission in the CHIMPS data. The higher optical
depths and self-absorption in the 12CO data suppress the emission
peaks and there is an additional effect of photon pumping at high
optical depths which reduces the effective critical density of 12CO
(J = 3 → 2), enhancing emission from more diffuse gas. These ef-
fects combine to reduce the contrast between the between high- and
low-column-density regions in the COHRS data. There is, therefore,
more contrast between the faint and bright emission in CHIMPS,
and massive cores appear to have a steeper density profile as more
of the densest gas can be observed. This means that it is possible to
deduce dense gas masses in CHIMPS with improved accuracy, and
the sensitivity in terms of column density is less complex due to the
lesser contribution of photon pumping.
A region centred on Galactic coordinates l = 34.◦25, b = +0.◦15
and with the velocity range vlsr = 45–70 km s−1 (hereafter the ‘G34
region’, also known by the identifier IRAS 18507+0110), which
contains a number of ultra-compact H II regions seen in the Red
MSX Source survey (Lumsden et al. 2013), is shown in Fig. 8. This
region lies at a distance of 4.0 kpc based on the water maser paral-
lax measurements of G34.26+0.15 (Hofner & Churchwell 1996),
and has a Galactocentric distance of ∼4.5 kpc, based on the Galac-
tic rotation curve of Brand & Blitz (1993) and central velocity
of 57.5 km s−1. CHIMPS, COHRS and ATLASGAL (870 μm)
imaging have been smoothed spatially using Gaussian kernels with
FWHM of 43.4, 42.9 and 41.8 arcsec, respectively, in order to match
the 46 arcsec resolution of the GRS and re-gridded to the GRS pixel
size. Intensity scales in the various CO data were converted from
T ∗A to Tmb by dividing by main beam efficiencies of ηmb = 0.72 and
0.61 for CHIMPS and COHRS, respectively (Buckle et al. 2009),
and ηmb = 0.48 for GRS (Jackson et al. 2006).
The various CO cubes were aligned in three dimensions, and
we present histograms (left column, second row from bottom) of
the voxel-by-voxel intensity ratios of 13CO (J = 1 → 0), 12CO
(J = 3 → 2) and C18O (J = 3 → 2) with respect to 13CO (J = 3 → 2).
The intensity ratio was measured only for voxels in which both
species have an intensity above five times the rms value of all vox-
els each cube. In instances where both species are optically thin, the
intensity ratio ought to be equal to the abundance ratio of the species.
It is unlikely, however, that a significant number of voxels are op-
tically thin in both species for any pairing. The black histogram,
showing the intensity ratio distribution of 13CO(J = 1 → 0) to
13CO (J = 3 → 2), has a median value close to 0.1. For optically
thin gas at temperatures significantly greater than hν/k, we should
expect this ratio to approach a value of one ninth since TR(J +
1 → J)/TR(J → J − 1) = (J + 1/J)2. Deviations from small τ in
either transition, along with uncertainties in the intensity measure-
ment, contribute towards broadening this distribution.
The red histogram shows the intensity ratio of the two CHIMPS
isotopologues, C18O (J = 3 → 2) to 13CO (J = 3 → 2), and in
the cases where both voxels are optically thin, we would expect
to recover the abundance ratio of C18O to 13CO. At a Galactocen-
tric distance of 4.5 kpc, the isotopic abundance ratios for 12C/13C
(Milam et al. 2005) and 16O/18O (Wilson & Rood 1994) indicate
that we should expect an abundance ratio of C18O/13CO ∼1/6,
which is consistent with these measurements. The blue histogram
which measures the intensity ratio of 12CO (J = 3 → 2) to 13CO
(J = 3 → 2) has a median value of < 10, whereas the Milam et al.
(2005) relation predicts a value close to 50. It is unlikely that any
optically thin 12CO (J = 3 → 2) emission is detected where 13CO
(J = 3 → 2) is also recovered and so the intensity ratio is sup-
pressed, and further reduced by self-absorption which is likely to
be significant in this high optical depth transition.
The pixel-to-pixel correlations of 13CO (J = 1 → 0), 12CO
(J = 3 → 2), C18O (J = 3 → 2) and 870 μm with 13CO (J = 3 → 2)
of the integrated images for the G34 region are also presented in
Fig. 8. In the correlations between the different CO isotopologues,
there are strong optical depth effects visible where the denser tracer
dominates in the brightest regions, and these effects are more sig-
nificant in the integrated image, where any optically thin voxels
are folded into an optically thick column. These distributions also
contain noise pixels, though these are not significant when inte-
grated over the velocity range, and make up the high concentration
of points towards the origin. The correlation between 870 μm and
13CO (J = 3 → 2) emission was measured only for pixels with
intensities greater than five times the rms 870 μm value. For the
majority of eligible pixels, a linear correlation is visible between
dust and CO emission, extending from ∼0 to 800 K km s−1 in 13CO
(J = 3 → 2) and ∼0 to 50 Jy in S870, but there are a number of pix-
els in which the dust emission becomes significantly brighter. This
could be caused by 13CO (J = 3 → 2) emission becoming optically
thick where the brightest 870 μm emission is, though these may
also correspond to a small number of objects that are bright and
compact in the continuum data but disappear into the background
in degraded-resolution 13CO (J = 3 → 2) image.
This study of the G34 region shows that the brightness tem-
peratures measured within the CHIMPS data are consistent with
comparable survey data, and demonstrate that they, when used in
conjunction with data sets such as GRS and COHRS, provide a
more complete picture.
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Figure 8. Top: images of the G34.2+0.1 region in the two CHIMPS isotopologues, and imaging from GRS, COHRS, GLIMPSE and ATLASGAL. The
images are shown in their native resolution, and the CHIMPS, COHRS and GRS images are integrated over 45–70 km s−1. The units on the integrated Tmb
intensity scales are K km s−1, with the exception of the ATLASGAL image, which is in units of Jy per beam. A square-root scaling is used in each image.
Bottom: histogram of the intensity ratios of the different species compared to 13CO (J = 3 → 2) calculated on a voxel-by-voxel basis for all voxels brighter
than 5σ , and pixel-by-pixel correlations for all pixels in the integrated images.
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6 EXA M P LE C HIMPS DATA
Some sample close-ups of the CHIMPS data are illustrated in Fig. 9
in which we examine some of the interesting regions in the survey
in integrated 13CO (J = 3 → 2) (first from left column), C18O
(J = 3 → 2) (second from left column) maps, 13CO (J = 3 → 2)
position–velocity space (second from right column) and the 70 μm
Hi-GAL images for comparison (right column). In each case, the
CHIMPS data used contain the emission extracted according to
Section 3.2.
The W43 star-forming region (l = 30.◦75, b = −0.◦05), illustrated
in row (a) of Fig. 9 is the most prominent region within CHIMPS
(see Fig. 4). At a distance of 5.5 kpc (Zhang et al. 2014), W43 lies
at the tangent of the Scutum–Centaurus arm and its meeting point
with the near end of the Long Bar (Nguyen Luong et al. 2011).
The region presented has been integrated over a velocity range of
vlsr = 80–110 km s−1, identified by Nguyen Luong et al. (2011) as
the central part of the cloud; indeed, this velocity range is extremely
well matched by the CHIMPS spectra of the region in both 13CO
(J = 3 → 2) and C18O (J = 3 → 2). W43 is frequently referred to
as a ‘mini-starburst’ (e.g. Motte, Schilke & Lis 2003), implying a
high star formation efficiency, and while it contains a high-column-
density ridge known as ‘MM1’ with a high star-forming efficiency
of 8 per cent (Louvet et al. 2014), the region as a whole does not
appear be particularly unusual.
Eden et al. (2012) find that, while the fraction of mass in dense
BGPS clumps compared to the mass in 13CO (J = 1 → 0) for clumps
coincident with the W43 H II region is high, the median value of this
quantity for all clumps in the region is not enhanced when compared
to other regions along the same line of sight. Similarly, Moore et al.
(2012) and Eden et al. (2015) find that the star formation efficiency
averaged at this Galactocentric radius is also unexceptional, with
all three studies suggesting that W43 is consistent with being part
of a normal distribution of star-forming properties. W43 is also the
subject of the recent pilot study for The H I, OH, Recombination
Line Survey of the Milky Way (THOR; Bihr et al. 2015), which
revises the mass in H I of the complex, finding a lower limit of
6.6 × 106 M	.
A striking filament visible in the CHIMPS data (see Fig. 4) is
examined in row (b) of Fig. 9, centred on l = 37.◦4, b = −0.◦1 and
integrated over 50–65 km s−1. The structure is coherent in position–
velocity space, and so may be viewed as a single structure. With
a single high-density ridge and little or no diffuse gas surrounding
it, this filament appears to have an especially compact profile. The
relatively low contrast of the filament in the 70 μm image compared
to the molecular gas images suggests that the filament is largely cool,
though the peaks at either end of the filament are associated with
H II regions, such as HRDS G037.468−0.105 (Bania, Anderson
& Balser 2012) and IRAS 18571+0349 (Johnston et al. 2009), and
several sites of massive star formation are also present. The filament
lies at a distance of 9.6 kpc (Bania et al. 2012), assuming that
the coherence in position–velocity space implies a single distance,
and contains a string of 1.1 mm clumps identified in the BGPS
(Rosolowsky et al. 2010). The total length of the filament, following
its shape, is approximately 14 arcmin, which corresponds to a length
of 30 pc. Its width, which remains roughly constant across its length,
is ∼22 arcsec corresponding to ∼1 pc and implying an average
aspect ratio of about 30.
Further comparison between the 13CO (J = 3 → 2) and 70 μm im-
ages reveals diffuse material that appears to be missing in CHIMPS,
and there are also several compact sources in the 70 μm image which
do not appear in the integrated position–position maps, but appear
at different velocities in position–velocity space. The 70 μm image
would appear to show that the filament lies at the intersection of
a small number of bubble edges, and when viewed alongside the
CHIMPS data, there is a suggestion that these bubbles are sweeping
up a significant quantity of gas culminating in the dense ridge of
this filament.
Row (c) of Fig. 9 is centred on l = 43.◦18, b = −0.◦05 and
shows the massive star-forming region W49 integrated over the
velocity range of −30 to 30 km s−1. W49, located at a distance
of 11.11 kpc (Zhang et al. 2013), is associated with the brightest
emission visible in CHIMPS and is the most luminous (∼107 L	;
Sievers et al. 1991) star-forming region, and one of the most massive
in the Galaxy (Mgas ∼ 1.1 × 106 M	; Galva´n-Madrid et al. 2013).
The emission in W49 is extremely broad, spanning ≈35 km s−1
in 13CO (J = 3 → 2) traced by CHIMPS owing to high-velocity
bipolar outflows (Scoville et al. 1986), and its three-dimensional
structure can be described as a hub-filament system, with filaments
converging on the W49N and W49S clusters. The whole complex is
thought to contain ∼13 ultra-compact H II regions (Urquhart et al.
2013), and contains sufficient mass to form several young massive
clusters. Moore et al. (2012) find that the star formation in W49,
which has a flatter-than-normal luminosity function, is exceptional
in terms of its efficiency, and as such may be considered truly
starburst-like.
7 SU M M A RY
We present data from CHIMPS, a survey of the J = 3 → 2 rotational
transition of 13CO and C18O in a region of the inner Galactic plane,
spanning approximately 28◦ ≤ l ≤ 46◦ and |b| ≤ 0.◦5, which is now
publicly available at http://dx.doi.org/10.11570/16.0001. The data
have a spatial resolution of 15 arcsec and a spectral resolution of
0.5 km s−1 per channel, with a bandwidth of 200 km s−1. With a
median rms of ∼ 0.6 K in the 13CO (J = 3 → 2) spectra at this res-
olution, the sensitivity corresponds to a column density of roughly
N13CO ∼ 3 × 1014 cm−2 or NH2 ∼ 3 × 1020 cm−2 for optically thin
gas at an excitation temperature of 10 K. The C18O (J = 3 → 2)
spectra have a median rms of 0.7 K per channel, corresponding to
NC18O ∼ 4 × 1014 cm−2 or NH2 ∼ 4 × 1021 cm−2.
The relatively low abundances of the two CHIMPS isotopo-
logues compared to 12CO (the relative abundances of 13CO and
C18O compared to 12CO are ∼10−2 and ∼10−3, respectively) mean
that they become optically thick at much higher column densities.
The CHIMPS data, therefore, may serve as an excellent resource
for finding the dense substructures in molecular clouds that fuel star
formation (Molinari et al. 2010). When used in conjunction with
other CO surveys such as COHRS (Dempsey et al. 2013) and GRS
(Jackson et al. 2006) which trace different gas components, these
data will help to provide a clearer picture of star formation and
molecular gas dynamics. CHIMPS also complements the wealth
of submillimetre surveys such as the JPS, Hi-GAL, ATLASGAL,
BGPS and infrared surveys like WISE, GLIMPSE and MIPSGAL.
The combination of the resolution and the high gas critical den-
sities of these observations means that CHIMPS shows a high con-
trast between high- and low-column-density regions, and there-
fore serves as an ideal resource for studying Galactic structure. In
position–velocity space, the integrated emission from CHIMPS dis-
plays a significant quantity of complex emission between the Sagit-
tarius and Scutum–Centaurus arms, possibly indicating a bridge
structure, or a minor spiral arm, or a spur or series of spurs.
These data have been used in the studies of Moore et al. (2015),
Urquhart et al. (2013) and Eden et al. (2012, 2013). A catalogue of
molecular clouds found in CHIMPS will be released in an upcoming
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paper (Rigby et al., in preparation) with a study of the masses of
molecular cloud structures across the survey area.
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A P P E N D I X A : ORAC-DR PA R A M E T E R S
The following parameters were used in the reduction of each
CHIMPS observation:
[REDUCE_SCIENCE_NARROWLINE]
BASELINE_LINEARITY=1
BASELINE_ORDER=4
BASELINE_LINEARITY_LINEWIDTH=1
PIXEL_SCALE=7.612
REBIN=0.5
1This parameter was altered for each individual observation, and
was determined by inspecting the average spectrum of each raw
time series file. For example, if a large observation feature was
visible with a 10 km s−1 line width at a velocity of 40 km s−1, then
this parameter would be set to as ‘30:50’.
A P P E N D I X B : FE L LWA L K E R PA R A M E T E R S
The source extraction was carried out using the FellWalker algo-
rithm (Berry 2015) of CUPID:FINDCLUMPS, and the SNR cubes were
the input data. Pixels with an SNR < 3 are regarded as noise, and
all clumps must have a peak SNR of 8 on top of the noise level.
The FellWalker parameters are listed below. The 13CO (J = 3 → 2)
source extraction parameters were
FellWalker.AllowEdge=0
FellWalker.CleanIter=2
FellWalker.FlatSlope=1
FellWalker.FwhmBeam=3
FellWalker.MaxBad=0.05
FellWalker.MinDip=5
FellWalker.MinHeight=5
FellWalker.MinPix=16
FellWalker.MaxJump=4
FellWalker.Noise=3
FellWalker.RMS=1
FellWalker.VeloRes=1.
An identical parameter file was used for the C18O (J = 3 → 2)
source extraction with the following alterations:
FellWalker.MinDip=3
FellWalker.MinHeight=5
FellWalker.Noise=2.
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